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Plate 1: (41r-a) Boar’s Tooth/Tusk

I carry my lance in the guard Boar’s Tooth/Tusk, because I am well-armoured and 
have a shorter lance than my opponent. My intention is to beat his lance offline as I 
raise mine diagonally. And this will result in our lances crossing each other at about 
an arm’s length from the point. My lance however will then run into his body, while 
his will pass offline far from me. And that is how this is done.



Plate 2: (41r-c) Counter Master

This is the counter to the previous play when one rides against another with 
sharp steel, but one has a shorter lance than the other. When he who has the 
shorter lance carries it low in the Boar’s Tusk, then he with the longer lance 
should similarly carry his lance low, as drawn here, so that the short lance 
cannot beat aside the long lance.



Plate 3: (41v-b) Left Woman’s Guard

This is another way to carry your lance when fighting another lance. This 
Master has a short lance, so he carries it in Guard of the Lady on the left as 
you can see, so he can beat aside his opponent’s weapon and strike him.



Plate 4: (41v-d) Left Woman’s Guard

This Master also carries his lance in Guard of the Lady on the left, in order to 
knock aside the spear his opponent is about to throw at him. Just as he can 
beat it aside using his lance, so too he could beat it aside using a staff or a 
short sword.



Plate 5: (42r-b) Remedy Master

This master who is fleeing is not wearing armor and rides a horse built for speed, 
and as he flees he constantly throws his lance point behind him so as to strike at his 
opponent. And if were to turn his horse to the right he could quickly enter into the 
Boar’s Tusk guard with his lance, or he could take the left side Guard of the Lady, to 
beat aside his opponent’s weapon and finish him in similar fashion to the first and 
the third plays of the lance.



Plate 6: (42r-d) Sword v Lance Remedy Master

This method of carrying the sword against the lance is well suited for beating 
aside your opponent’s lance when you are passing him on his right side. And 
this guard is effective against all hand held weapons, namely pole axe, staff, 
sword etc.



Plate 7: (42v-a) Counter Master

This is the counter to the previous play. This Master attacks with his lance 
held low in order to strike his opponent’s horse either in the head or the 
chest, and the opponent will be unable to beat aside such a low attack with 
his sword.



Plate 8: (42v-d) Counter Master

This is another counter of lance versus sword. In this one, the man with the 
lance couches his lance under his left arm, so that his lance cannot be 
beaten aside. And in this way he will be able to strike the man with the 
sword with his lance.



Plate 9: (43r-b) Boar’s Tooth/Tusk

Here the man with the sword awaits the man with the lance, and he is 
waiting in the Boar’s Tusk guard. As the man with the lance approaches him, 
the Master with the sword beats aside the lance to the right side, covering 
and striking with one turn of the sword.



Plate 10: (43r-c) Counter Master

This is the counter to the preceding play of lance versus sword. Here the man 
with the lance strikes his opponent’s (the man with the sword) horse in the 
head, because he cannot beat aside the lance with his sword since it is too 
low.



Plate 11: (43v-b) Long Tail Guard

This way of carrying the sword is named “the Long Tail Guard”. When you are riding to your 
opponent’s right side, this is a very good guard to use against the lance and all other hand 
held weapons. Keep firmly in your mind that thrusts and strikes from the left side should be 
beaten aside to your outside line, beating them diagonally upwards, not vertically. And the 
downward strikes should similarly be beaten aside to the outside, lifting your opponent’s 
sword a little as you do so. You can make these plays as these drawings show.



Plate 12: (43v-d) Long Tail Guard

This version of the Long Tail Guard is a good guard when your opponent attacks you 
from his sword on his left shoulder, as this opponent is shown doing here. And be 
advised that this guard will work against all attacks from both the right and the left 
sides, and against anyone, whether right handed or left handed. Hereafter begin the 
plays from the Long Tail that always begin with beating aside the opponent’s 
weapon, as you saw drawn in the first guard of the Long Tail.



Plate 13: (44r-a) 1st Student

This is the first play that comes from the 
Long Tail Guard shown above. Here the 
Master beats aside his opponent’s sword, 
and then places a thrust into his chest or 
his face, as you see drawn here.



Plate 14: (44r-b) 2nd Student

This is the second play that you can do 
after beating aside your opponent’s 
weapon. Here I strike this man over the 
head, because I see his head is unarmored.



Plate 15: (44r-c) 3rd Student

This is the another play, the third, where, 
after beating aside your opponent’s sword, 
you grab it with your left hand and strike 
him in the head. You could also strike him 
with a thrust.



Plate 16: (44r-d) 4th Student

This is the fourth play, in which the student 
strikes his opponent in the head and then 
takes his sword in the manner shown here.



Plate 17: (44v-a) 5th Student & Counter

This is the fifth play that flows from the cover 
where you beat aside his sword. Here I throw 
my arm around his neck and turn quickly, and 
with the base of my sword I drive him to the 
ground.

My counter is the second play that follows me, 
but this counter will not work if your opponent 
is armored



Plate 18: (44v-b) 6th Student

This is the sixth play, where you take away 
your opponent’s sword. You use the hilt of 
your sword to lift his hilt upwards, which 
will make his sword fall from his hands.



Plate 19: (44v-c) Counter Master to 5th Student

This is the seventh play, which is the 
counter to the fifth play above. It employs 
a strike to your opponent’s leg. But if your 
opponent is armored, you can’t trust this 
counter to work.



Plate 20: (44v-d) Counter Master to all preceding plays

This is the eighth play, which is the counter to 
all of the preceding plays, but especially the 
plays of the mounted sword when the masters 
are in the Long Tail guard. When the Masters or 
their students are in this guard, and when I 
strike or thrust at them, and when they quickly 
beat my attack aside, then I quickly turn my 
sword and strike them in the face with my 
pommel. Then I move quickly from my 
position and strike them in the back of the 
head with a horizontal backhand strike.



Plate 21: (45r-a) Counter-Counter Master

I am the ninth play, which is the counter to the 
counter that preceded me. When he turns his 
sword, I quickly place my hilt as you see drawn 
here, so that he cannot strike me in the face 
with his pommel. And if I raise my sword up, 
and turn it to the left, you could well have your 
sword taken away. And if I am unable to do 
that, I could instead strike you with a backhand 
strike to the face, or with a quick turn of my 
sword strike you in the head with my pommel. 
Here ends the plays of sword against sword on 
horseback. If you know more of this, please 
share it. 



Plate 22: (45r-b) 1st Student of Grappling

This is a grappling play, that is a play of the 
arms, and this is how you do it: if your 
opponent is fleeing from you, you come up 
behind him to his left side. Now with your 
right hand grab the cheek piece of his 
bascinet, or if he is unarmored, grab him 
by the hair or by the right arm from behind 
his shoulder. In this way you will make him 
fall backwards to the ground.



Plate 23: (45r-c) Counter to 1st Student

This is the counter to the previous play, 
and that play will not work when this 
counter is quickly applied as follows: when 
he grabs you from behind you quickly 
switch hands on the reins, and with your 
left hand you lock him up as shown here.



Plate 24: (45r-d) 2nd Student

This student is about to throw his opponent off 
his horse, by grabbing the stirrup and pulling it 
upwards. If his opponent does not fall to the 
ground, he’ll be helpless in the air, and unless 
his opponent is tied to his horse, this play will 
not fail him. If he does not have his foot in the 
stirrup, the student can grab him by the ankle 
and raise him up into the air in the same way, 
as I described above.



Plate 25: (45v-a) Counter to 2nd Student

Here is the counter to the previous play: 
when your opponent grabs your stirrup or 
your foot, throw your arm quickly around 
his neck, and in this way you will be able to 
unhorse him. Follow this advice and he’ll 
end up on the ground for sure.



Plate 26: (45v-b) 3rd Student

This is a method of throwing your opponent to 
the ground by throwing his horse. It’s done like 
this: when you and your mounted opponent 
close, ride to his right side. Then throw your 
right arm over the neck of his horse, and grab 
the bridle close to where the bit enters its 
mouth, and forcefully wrench it upwards and 
over. At the same time make sure your horse’s 
shoulders drive into his horse’s haunches. In 
this way you will bring down both him and his 
horse at the same time.



Plate 27: (45v-c) Counter to 3rd Student

This is the counter to the play before, 
where you throw your opponent to the 
ground together with his horse. This is an 
easy counter: when the student throws his 
arm over the neck of your horse to grab the 
bridle, you should quickly throw your arm 
around the student’s neck, and you will 
effectively make him let go. Just do as the 
drawing shows.



Plate 28: (45v-d) 4th Student

In this play you take the reins of your 
opponent’s horse out of his hands, as you 
see drawn here. When you and your 
mounted opponent close, ride to his right 
side, and throw your right arm over his 
horse’s neck and grab the reins near his left 
hand with your right hand turned down. 
Now pull the reins over his horse’s head. 
This play is safer to do in armor than 
unarmored.



Plate 29: (46r-a) Three Opponents

Here are three opponents who wish to kill 
this Master. The first intends to strike 
underhand, and he holds his spear at the 
mid-point. The second carries his lance 
couched and fully extended. The third 
intends to throw his spear. They’ve agreed 
that no one will make more than one strike 
each. They’ve also agreed to take turns.



Plate 30: (46r-b) Boars Tooth/Tusk Guard

Attack me one after another if you choose, 
because I’m not going anywhere. I’m ready and 
waiting for you in the Boar’s Tusk guard. When 
the spear is launched against me, whether held 
tightly or thrown from the hand, I quickly 
advance my right foot off the line and step 
crosswise with my left foot, and beat aside the 
spear that comes to strike me. Even if I were 
attacked a thousand times, my defense would 
never fail me. What I can do with my winged 
spear, I could also do with a staff or a sword. 
Likewise I could also use the defense I make 
against the spear, against a sword or staff. My 
plays are shown next.



Plate 31: (46r-c) 1st Student

This is the play of the Master who waits 
with his winged spear in the Boar’s Tusk 
guard, for an attack from the three on 
horseback. To do this play he steps off line 
and beats aside his opponent’s spear. And 
even if my opponent may know this play, 
I’ll show him my spear is so fast that I can 
strike my opponent with either thrusts or 
cuts against his head.



Plate 32: (46r-d) 2nd Student

This is another play made by the Master 
above, who waits in the Boar’s Tusk guard. 
In his place I’ll show this play instead of 
the previous: if he beats aside my spear 
with his spear, I rotate my spear and strike 
him with the butt, which is capped with 
well-tempered steel.



Plate 33: (46v-a) Remedy Master

This Master has bound one end of a strong rope to his horse’s saddle, and the 
other end to the butt of his lance. First he strikes his opponent, then he will 
cast the lance to the left side of his opponent, over his opponent’s left 
shoulder, and in this way he can drag his opponent from his horse.



Plate 34: (46b-c)

This scoundrel was fleeing from me towards 
a castle. I rode so hard and fast at full rein 
that I caught up with him near to his 
castle. And I struck him with my sword in 
his armpit, which is a difficult area to 
protect with armor. Now I withdraw to 
avoid retaliation from his friends.



Plate 35: (46v-d)

Here ends this book that was written by Fiore the scholar, who has published 
here everything he knows about this art, that is to say, everything he knows 
about armed fighting is contained within this book. This same Fiore has 
named his book “The Flower of the Battle”. Let he for whom this book was 
made be forever praised, for his nobility and virtue have no equal, Fiore the 
Friulian, a simple elderly man, entrusts this book to you.



Plate 36: (47r)
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